
 

              

Why Diversity and Inclusion is the Future of Work  
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There is a lot of content about the “Future of Work” and 

“Diversity and Inclusion.” These are treated as separate 

conversations, which is why we don’t see a ton of 

advancement on either front. These conversations 

need to be molded into one conversation, one vision 

and one output. Teaching someone about the future of 

work is not attainable when you are not including 

diversity of thoughts and practices in your organization. 

We are humans that need to educate each other about 

ourselves and all of our diverse perspectives.  

 

In its most simple form, diversity is difference of 

thought, difference of perception, difference of 

perspective, and difference of impact. Diversity and 

Inclusion has become a topic filled with 

buzzwords and labels, and the real root of 

the topic itself is getting lost. “Diversity” 

literally means, “a range of different 

things.” “Include” literally means, “to make 

part of a whole or set.” So, in essence, Diversity and 

Inclusion means bringing a range of different things 

together as one whole.   

 

Let’s think of something else that involves bringing a 

range of different things together as one whole. Like a 

band. A typical band will have a guitarist, a drummer, a 

bassist, and a singer. When they’re playing together, 

each member is doing something different with their 

respective instruments, and each of those differences 

creates one whole song. Only when each member 

contributes their part, and embraces what makes their 

sound specific to them, will the music be any good. If 

you have a band with those instruments that doesn’t 

know how to play together, the music is a mess. If you 

create a band where everyone plays the same 

instrument, you’re missing out on the 

richness that other sounds can provide. If 

you have all the right pieces, but don’t 

write songs that incorporate those pieces 

properly, the music isn’t any good. The same can be 

said about the way we think of diversity and inclusion 

within the workplace. 

 

We spend so much time speaking of our color, gender, 

sexual orientation, etc. and not enough time talking 

about us and what has defined us in our time on earth. 

We focus so much on the labels we have, and not on 

how that label has made us who we are or how it’s 

contributed to our worldview. We don’t ask each other 

enough about how we became who we are, and we 

don’t do enough to learn more about each other 

through that lens. In this article, you will find an outline 

for how we can stop boxing each other out. This is a 

guide for how to be inclusive regardless of someone’s 

race, creed, orientation, and a guide to focus on 

someone’s “why.” Once we have a better grasp on 

diversity itself (what it means and why it matters), we 

can better understand how to incorporate the things 

that make us different into one whole inclusive 

community. 

 

Build Diversity in the Workplace: Start with Values 

Building diversity in the workplace begins with the 

company values. Values need to be the means for how 

we work, communicate and progress together. Values 

need to link company identity of thought and 

creativity through behaviors. Values need to depict 

how an organization will operate in good times and in 
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bad. Most importantly, values need to ensure that 

diversity of thought and inclusion of perspective are 

emphasized and embraced.  

 

When your values are attached to behaviors and 

incorporated properly, you will see that people who 

have diverse perspectives and thoughts will feel more 

comfortable speaking their truth and contributing to 

meetings, processes, decisions, etc. When your values 

are embedded in everything you do, they won’t live as 

an isolated program. They will allow diverse 

perspectives to flourish and contribute to the company 

in a meaningful way. Those who think differently than 

others will trust that they can speak their truth and 

share their perspective. This then creates trust with 

your customers, because they will be represented in 

your product through the diverse voices in your 

company.  

 

Build Diversity in Talent Attraction: Again Start with 

Values 

D&I is a thought philosophy woven throughout the 

company, not a box to check when 

hiring. It is a philosophy that starts with 

company values focusing on behaviors 

that create trust within your 

organization. When there’s trust, people 

feel safe to be vulnerable and to share their 

perspective. 

 

Solid talent attraction begins with not just candidate 

skills, but also candidate experiences. In this case, 

“experiences,” means the things that have happened to 

them throughout their life and career that have made 

them who they are today.  In any type of interview 

process focusing on the “how” candidates work and not 

the actual output or goal completion creates 

experiential interviewing. Experiential interviewing 

allows you to understand and assess how the individual 

thinks and interacts with others. By 

opening the door to discuss 

experiences in interviewing, it helps 

immediately build relationships that 

can add intrinsic value to long term team building. Get 

to know someone’s behaviors and story, and how they 

got where they are - not just what they did or 

accomplished. That will give insight into their values, 

and you can look for alignment and synergy with the 

company values. When those values line up, that 

individual is an asset to your culture. 

 

Build Diversity in Learning: Understand Where You Are 

To build learning in any organization one needs to 

understand where the organization’s people and skills 

currently are, and where it wants them to be. If we’re 

not considering different ways that people learn, 

we’re missing out on the opportunity to provide the 

education that will make the biggest impact on the 

employees as learners. When you have learning 

programs that are created to accentuate all of the 

different ways that adults learn, you’ll see high 

engagement and positive results. You want to create 

learning programs that are for everyone, and that make 

everyone feel welcome and confident in their ability to 

grow and develop. For example, some people respond 

best to group sessions, where others prefer one on one 

learning relationships. Some people learn best through 

online e-learning modules, and others prefer to read 
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books. You need to provide access to multiple ways for 

people to improve themselves in order to drive 

diversity and inclusion through education. 

 

To go along with this, you need to not only 

have diversity in the way people learn, but 

also in what they learn. Embedding 

learning into your culture keeps 

everyone’s skills sharp and ready for 

technology today, and as it evolves over time. It also 

allows people access to learn additional skills for other 

jobs that they make take on throughout their career - as 

technologists, future managers, or potential career 

pivoters within your organization. Know what’s 

important to your employees, and what they currently 

know today. Then use learning to help them pave the 

path to the future state of the organization.  

 

As employers, we have a lot of conversations involving 

titles and hierarchy. Rather than focusing the 

conversation on what an employee calls themselves, flip 

the conversation. Focus on what they can learn. 

Through this learning, they will get the higher title, 

higher outputs, higher achievements, and higher 

success rates. By incorporating agnostic learning 

companies into someone’s education at your company, 

they will have access to approaches based on the needs 

of the company and its users - through an objective 

lens. Having an array of different offerings and really 

treating your company as a constant classroom with 

lifelong educators can open up many paths to drive 

engagement, to drive empowerment and to drive 

diversity. Through this, you will drive employees to 

learn more about each other and how they come 

together to accomplish things, prosper together, and 

build together. 

 

Be the Future of Work: Understand Your Why and the 

Why of Others 

To truly embrace diversity we need to embrace others 

and what makes them and breaks them. It begins with 

conversations. Too much focus is on putting people in a 

classroom to learn something, and not enough time is 

put on knowing your learners. People come together 

naturally when we know each other, communicate 

functionally, and value differences in perspective and 

experiences. This is why diversity and inclusion begins 

with your company values. When you have the right 

behaviors in your values, you attract people who also 

value those behaviors, and they then create a diverse 

and inclusive culture.  

 

In summary, start by using your company values to 

drive behaviors in your organization that encourage 

diversity and inclusion as a way of life. 

Provide diverse learning opportunities 

that are inclusive of everyone, no matter 

their learning style or current skills. And 

get to know the experiences and the 

people in your organization for who they are and why 

they think the way they do. This will truly bring a wide 

array of people into a whole unit that drives the future 

of work. Diversity and inclusion is the future of work, 

because only by embracing our differences and making 

sure there are diverse seats at the table will we come 

together to drive more advancement in technology, 

companies, and ourselves. We are all the future of 

work.  ➹ 
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